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VEENEUKPAN.

By a. W. Eogees, Sc.D., F.K.S.S.Af.

(Bead July 20, 1910.)

Verneuk Pan, which gets its name from the prevalence of mirage, is

roughly 17 miles long and 6 wide ; the longer axis lies W.S.W.-E.N.E.

Though both the Olifant's Vlei Eiver, which drains a large area in

Carnarvon, and the smaller Hartog's Kloof Eiver cross the extreme east

end of the pan, and probably supply the greater part of the water which

occasionally floods its surface, the pan itself is not merely an expansion

of their valleys, which are extremely ill-defined in this neighbourhood.

The pan is drained across a narrow dyke of dolerite, which just projects

through the sandy mud at its E.N.E. end. Several short valleys, the

longest of which heads in the dolerite escarpment of Jan Louw's Kolk,

15 miles south of the pan, may at times bring water to it, but these

valleys are themselves chains of bare pan surfaces which probably retain

all the rain-water except during the heaviest rains.

The outline of Verneuk Pan cannot be accurately defined ; on the

east, north and south-east there is an extremely gradual ascent to the

veld outside the pan, so that one can walk 2 or 3 miles across the

boundary without being able to decide where one leaves the pan itself.

Towards Zwart Kop,''' a dolerite hill south of the middle of the pan, the

limit is more clearly defined, as the ground rises more rapidly in that

direction than elsewhere, though even there the strip of doubtful ground

is some 500 yards wide. The west side of the pan I only saw from a

distance of about 5 miles ; shales and a dolerite sheet form low hills

towards which the ground rises rather rapidly.

The pan floor is either a yellowish-grey, sandy mud, or crumbly dark

shale and fibrous limestone ; it lies entirely within the middle portion of

the Upper Dwyka shales, which have a very low southerly dip. The

* It may be noted that the village of Zwart Kop, which is marked on most maps, does

not exist in fact. In 1909 there was one hut, occupied by a Damara, on its site.
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ontcrops make slight rises on the floor, probably never more than 6 inches

high.

The most remarkable fact about the floor, after its flatness, is the

thinness of the layer of sandy mud. The total area of bare shale and

limestone surface within the pan must be considerable, and over a still

wider area the joints traversing the rocks below are clearly outlined by

damp streaks or lines of salt left behind on the evaporation of the water

along the joints. This indicates that the mud covering the shale is thin.

At several places I scratched away the mud and exposed shale at a depth

less than 4 inches. The mud contains small crystals of gypsum. In an

abandoned well or prospecting pit in the middle of the eastern part of the

pan there is exposed a section showing 3 inches of sandy mud lying on

a quarter of an inch of gypsum, directly below which are dark shales with

occasional thin layers of fibrous limestone.

Though there is much mud where the Olifant's Vlei Eiver comes into

the pan, and at the time of my visit in September, 1909, this mud was

still so soft that I could not cross it, there seems to be no buried channel

in the pan itself, and the silted-up bed of the Olifant's Ylei Eiver cannot

be much deeper than the level of the dolerite lip, over which part of its

waters are discharged.

There can be no doubt that the pan is essentially a flat surface cut in

the shales. The presence of the hard dolerite lip checks the downward
cutting of water in the shales behind it. The shales, though some layers

are hard, are fragile rocks which break up into small fragments on

exposure ; the limestones are more resistant rocks, but owing to their

nbrous structure they break up much more quickly than the calcareous

layers and nodules in the Dwyka tillite.

There was no vegetation on the mud of the pan in September, 1909,

but the shale patches bore clumps of a small-leaved, bright green, succulent

plant, especially towards the outer part of the pan. Though there were

no visible deposits of salt beyond occasional films a few feet wide, and the

lines marking joints in the underlying shales, the sandy mud of the floor

probably contains a fair amount of common salt in addition to the small

gypsum crystals scattered through it.

The Upper Dwyka shales yield brackish water, but in September of

last year water in the long kolk in the course of the ill-defined valley

leading from the east side of Bushman's Berg was still fresh enough to

drink, though that in the pools along the Olifant's Vlei Eiver was useless

to man and donkeys. Water flowing westwards from the latter river over

Yerneuk Pan must bring salt with it, some of which remains behind on

each occasion.

The explanation of the cutting of such a wide tract of flat country as

Yerneuk Pan is not easy to find, but a consideration of the behaviour of
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the rivers in the district, where they flow from soft, nearly horizontally

bedded rocks on to the hard granite " of Kenhardt affords part of the

explanation. The valleys are extremely wide and usually without a

definite river-bed as long as they lie on the Upper Dwyka shales ; but

when they reach the tillite below, a bed sometimes appears, and the sides

of the valley close in ; when they reach the granite there is always a well-

defined narrow bed with steep banks, and the valley sides become cliffs in

places, as, for instance, at Modder Gat on the Hartebeest Eiver. Measur-

ing the fall on the contoured 4-inch-to-the-mile maps made by the

Topographical branch of the War Office, the grade of the rivers increases

from about 1 foot to the mile on the Dwyka formation to 8 feet to the

mile on the granite. The granite forms a hard bar, and the rivers cannot

widen their valleys in the granite so long as the Orange Eiver cuts down
its bed at a faster rate than they can keep pace with, which it does

because it drains a large area with a rainfall greater than that of the

catchments of the Hartebeest and its tributaries.

Above the granite barrier, which is always moving up-stream and, on

the average, falling in level, the rivers have cut their beds to the gentlest

possible grade for a considerable distance, and their present work is, over

that distance, confined to cutting plains laterally in the soft rocks behind

the barrier and distributing thin sheets of fine silt over these plains.

On the small streams tributary to the Zak and Olif ant's Ylei Elvers,

in the lower parts of their courses, a similar process goes on behind each

dyke sheet of dolerite or other hard rock which lies athwart their paths,

but in these cases the soil becomes very brack, probably from lack of

sufi&cient drainage when the valleys have passed a certain slope, and

vegetation will no longer thrive on the mud flats in these valleys as it

does on the flats of the Zak and Olifant's Vlei Elvers, which are

periodically thoroughly washed by heavy floods. When there is a dearth

of vegetation the wind attacks the mud more readily than before, and lays

bare the underlying shales in places. The wind perhaps does a certain

amount of actual rock-cutting with the help of the sand grains picked up
from the floor of the pan, but a careful inspection of many outcrops and

loose fragments on Verneuk Pan failed to reveal any noticeably sand-cut

or polished surfaces, probably because the shales and thin fibrous lime-

stones break up too rapidly under the influence of the weather to allow

the retention of the evidence. In any case the wind removes material

from the outcrops, as well as from the dry mud of the pan, as soon as the

fragments are small enough.

* For the purpose of this description the ancient rocks of Kenhardt are called granites

throughout, but they are in fact not often true granites, for they consist largely of gneiss

and various schists of sedimentary or volcanic origin. Their important character here is

their comparatively great hardness.
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Sand dunes are prominent features in the country south of Verneuk

Pan and within 5 miles of it, and they certainly derive part of their

material from it. Howmuch of the sand is obtained in this way would

be a difficult question to answer, even after a detailed investigation, for the

Karroo strata, which furnish the sediments in the pan, are themselves

made of the minerals which might possibly be contributed to the dunes by

the ancient rocks of Kenhardt.

The conclusion to which a brief study of Verneuk Pan and the

surrounding country leads, then, is that great flat surfaces practically

devoid of vegetation may be primarily due in this region to the extremely

low grade reached by streams behind bars of hard rock, then to the

consequent unfavourable conditions for plant-growth owing to the increas-

ing brackness of the soil, and finally to the scope thus given to the wind to

remove dust and sand from the bare ground.


